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Positive Rap Songs for all people and all ages across the world Like you have never heard before. Real

life Lyrics that everyone can understand, relate too, and be inspired by."Yundrae" will give you

Inspirational Rap Like you've Never Heard before 17 MP3 Songs URBAN/R&B: R&B Rap mix, HIP

HOP/RAP: Spiritual Rap Details: NOTE: THE ALBUM "WOMAN WHAT YOU NEED" IS A TWO (2) DISC

PROJECT. THE SECOND CD CALLED THE "BONUS CD" HAS SEVEN (7) NEW RECORDINGS BY

YUNDRAE, THEY ARE: 1) PICK ME UP ***** 2) MORE TIME ***** 3) THERE WAS A PRICE TO PAY

***** 4) THAT'S MY GOD (SHORT VERSION) ***** 5) THAT'S MY GOD (LONG VERSION)***** 6) A

BROTHERS LOVE ***** 7) CREATE IN ME ***** AGAIN: WHEN YOU PURCHASE THIS ALBUM, IT

COMES WITH THE NEW 7 SONG "BONUS CD" Remember His Name.... Yundrae Yundrae is an artist

that spreads his message of love and liberation through reality lyrics. Born and raised in Ft. Worth, TX,

Yundrae has been forged and led out of the lifestyles he once was in. The message in his lyrics and

music are literal testimonies. Yundrae has crossed many mountains and valleys growing up in the rural

area he lived in as a young boy. From enduring violence in the home leading to the divorce of his mother

and father, to dealing with the drugs, sexual and illegal activities at a young age. Yundrae now makes

known the truth and lessons from mistakes he has made, and shares them with all that would hear.

Yundrae is a motivational speaker and talented artist that speaks and performs from the depth of his soul.

The message in his music has captivated audiences all over. He has performed at various events where

his messages has touched the very hearts and minds of children and adults who have stated "They did

not like Rap, but stated that they liked Yundrae." Please let us leave you with this consideration:

"Experience Yundrae for yourself and then you will see..."
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